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Abstract—This paper is concerned with the distributed attack
detection and recovery in a vehicle platooning control system,
wherein inter-vehicle information is propagated via a wireless
communication network. An active adversary may launch malicious cyber attacks to compromise both sensor measurements
and control command data due to the openness of the wireless
communication. First, a distributed attack detection algorithm
is developed to identify any of those attacks. The core of the
algorithm lies in that each designed filter can provide two
ellipsoidal sets: a state prediction set and a state estimation set.
Whether a filter can detect the occurrence of such an attack
is determined by the existence of intersection between these
two sets. Second, two recovery mechanisms are put forward,
through which the adversarial effects of cyber attacks can be
mitigated in a timely manner. The recovery mechanisms depend
on reliable modifications of the attacked signals required for
the computation of the two ellipsoidal sets. Finally, simulation is
provided to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method in
both detection and recovery phases.
Index Terms—Vehicle platooning, cyber attacks, attack detection, recovery mechanism, set-membership filtering.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the growing demand for mobility and development of urbanization, the number of vehicles has been
significantly increased in recent years. As a result, there has
been mounting concern about modern transportation systems
due to traffic congestion, traffic accidents, energy waste, and
pollution. To deal with these issues, developing intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) technologies for the driving pattern change from individual driving to platoon-based driving is
of utmost importance. As an advanced automated technology,
vehicle platooning is aimed at steering a team of vehicles
into a platoon on a road where all vehicles’ speed can be
automatically adjusted such that the inter-vehicle distance is
reduced while not compromising safety.
The cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC), which
extends the conventional adaptive cruise control (ACC) technology [1], is deemed as one of the most developed ITS
technologies employed in vehicle platooning systems. The
objective of CACC is to guarantee that all vehicles in the platoon achieve a prescribed leader vehicle’s velocity/acceleration
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and meanwhile preserve a desirable inter-vehicle distance. To
fulfil this, vehicles are usually equipped with suitable on-board
sensors, such as radar, camera, and lidar, enabling each of
them to monitor its predecessor’s behavior. Moreover, vehicles
exchange their inter-vehicle data used by CACC among their
neighbors via short-range to medium-range wireless communication channels so as to coordinate their behaviors. From
this perspective, a platoon-based vehicular control system
can be regarded as a multi-agent system, where vehicles
represent mobile agents connected together via a vehicular
ad-hoc network (VANET).
Recently in ITS industry, considerable research interest has
been paid to the impact of network-induced phenomena in
vehicle platooning and the improvement of string stability
performance, see [2]–[15]. Besides, with the ever-increasing
utilization of communication networks in ITS industry, a
multitude of studies have investigated the impact of cyber
attacks on VANET security because of the openness of the
communication networks. Readers are referred to the survey
papers [16]–[20] and many references therein for some latest
results. Generally, there exist mainly two types of cyber attacks
which can deteriorate the performance of VANET, namely
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks and deception attacks [21],
[22]. DoS attacks are aimed at jamming the communication
channels in order to prevent information exchange between
vehicles. From a technological perspective, an adversary can
perpetrate DoS attacks through disrupting the radio frequencies on wireless communication channels, which leads to
congestion of those channels. Platoon behavior under DoS
attacks is investigated in [23], where a drone flying above
the platoon, namely the adversary, disrupts the platoon by
using its limited power. It is shown that the best possible
location to carry out an attack with a huge adverse impact
is above the second vehicle and the impact decreases when
the adversary moves down in the string. A real-time detection
scheme for DoS attacks is presented in [24]. The effects of the
DoS attacks are modeled by time-delayed data transmission
via a communication network and the attack is diagnosed
through tracking the delay in information processing by a set
of observers. Deception attacks, on the other hand, represent a
kind of attempt to violate the integrity of sensor and/or control
data, thus manipulating the vehicle toward the desired behavior
of the adversary. To launch a successful deception attack, the
adversary usually has sufficient knowledge of the information
transmitted through VANET in real time. For example, an
adversary may be a trusted insider, i.e., an authenticated
member of the platoon, so that the adversary can discard the
pseudonymous certificates and digital signatures employed to
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protect the content of beacon messages. Two typical types of
deception attacks on VANET are message falsification attacks
[25]–[27] and replay attacks [16], [17]. In message falsification attacks, an adversary starts collecting the information
transmitted through the wireless medium and simultaneously
modifies the content meaningfully such that the adversary
can severely damage the string stability by rebroadcasting
bogus information. The impacts of cyber attacks and sensor
tampering are described in [25] through launching a message
falsification attack by an external vehicle into the platoon.
It is shown that degrading the CACC strategy to ACC can
be a potential countermeasure to this attack. In [26], a twocomponent controller consisting of a radar-based proportionalderivative (PD) feedback component and a communicationbased feedforward component is proposed to design an attack
detection strategy. The proposed attack detection algorithm is
based on the estimate of the expected behavior of the front
vehicle and the switching policy to ACC if any abnormal
behavior exists. String stability of a vehicular platoon under
message falsification attacks is investigated in [27], where an
attacker is able to force the platoon to oscillate at a resonant
frequency by modifying the control signal through which he
may cause a serious accident. Replay attacks, however, do
not require prior knowledge of the system components. It
can be easily implemented by an adversary in two phases.
In the first phase, which is known as disclosure phase, the
adversary overhears and stores the packets transmitted over
communication channels without injecting any malicious input
to the system. In the second phase, the adversary manipulates
the system by replaying the recorded data as if they are
new packets received from those tampered channels. Even
though the content of the vehicle data packets is not falsified
by the replay attacks, any outdated information may mislead
the platoon members, having a great potential to destroy the
platoon stability. For example, the attacker may modify a following vehicle’s control command, which contains the desired
acceleration received from its predecessor, by some outdated
information with the aim of speeding up the following vehicle
and causing a collision.
The lack of attention to detection of cyber attacks and
recovery of the vehicular platoon system has led the vehicle
industry to raise concern about the risks of cyber attacks in this
system, which constitutes one of the most challenging issues
when a vehicle platoon control system is commercialized in
highways [28]. Therefore, the ongoing research on vehicle
platooning includes significant efforts to develop effective
attacks detection and protection strategies. This motivates us to
develop an attack detection strategy and its associated recovery
mechanism so as to not only detect attacks that maliciously
disrupt the performance of VANET but also recuperate the
system from the detected attacks in a timely fashion.
Note that most of attack detection approaches [29]–[40],
particularly the χ2 -detector based on the celebrated Kalman
filters, require system noises in a stochastic framework.
Whereas, a stochastic noise model requires particular statistical
properties of the noise such as known mean and covariance,
which may be unrealistic in some practical situations in vehicular systems. For example, acceleration of a vehicle is always
deterministically bounded because of the engine dynamics

and construction of the vehicle, but becomes uncertain when
the vehicle is running. In this case, noise on control data
and sensor measurements of a vehicle can be assumed to be
unknown-but-bounded (UBB). Indeed, an assumption of UBB
noise eliminates prior knowledge of the accurate statistical
characteristics of noise because only the knowledge of a
bound on the realization is needed. Therefore, an alternative
filtering method called set-membership filtering is developed
in the literature [41]. This filtering method aims to calculate a
bounding ellipsoidal state estimation set in state space, which
always encloses the true state of the system [42], [43]. During
the past decade, such a filtering method has been intensively
studied for different problem formulations of various system
models (see [44]–[48]).
Motivated by the discussion above, the main objective of
this paper is twofold. 1) A distributed attack detection issue
for vehicle platooning will be addressed. In our preliminary
work [49], a centralized cyber attack detection method based
on ellipsoidal filtering has been developed for general linear
time-varying systems. However, this method is not straightforwardly applicable for a large-scale vehicular platoon because
it requires full knowledge of the entire platoon information.
Furthermore, the computational overhead for this detection
method is quite high, thereby rendering the detection system
inadvisable. To overcome these limitations, a distributed attack
detection method will be developed in this paper in the sense
that each vehicle is equipped with its own detection system.
More specifically, each vehicle has its own filter to estimate
the state of the vehicle without having the full knowledge
from other agents states, which helps apply such a system to
a large-scale platoon and decrease the computational overhead.
2) It is our intention to introduce two recovery mechanisms
to mitigate the adversarial impacts of the attacks on the performance of the vehicle platooning system, which represents
a distinct difference between this paper and our preliminary
work [49]. With these two recovery mechanisms, the system
can be brought back to the normal condition after detection
of the attacks. In other words, the recovery mechanisms will
make the state estimation secure against the attacks and then
the controller will use the secure estimation to generate the
desired control command.
The major contribution is threefold. 1) A set-membership
filtering technique in a distributed framework is developed
such that each vehicle can determine a group of confidence
ellipsoids and each vehicle’s true state always resides in
bounding ellipsoidal sets regardless of UBB process noise and
measurement noise, providing the vehicle is free of any attack.
In particular, each vehicle is equipped with a set-membership
filter constructing two ellipsoidal sets: a prediction set and an
estimation set. 2) A refined attack detection method is proposed
to discern when the occurrence of an attack can be detected
and alarmed. The alarm is triggered once there exists no
intersection between the two ellipsoidal sets. When the system
is free of attacks, the two sets must both enclose the true state,
thus guaranteeing the existence of the intersection. When the
system is subject to attacks, however, the center of at least
one of the two sets is biased by the attacks, which excludes
the intersection between the ellipsoidal sets. 3) Two recovery
mechanisms are introduced into the proposed algorithm so that
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each ellipsoidal set will adopt the compensated state prediction
and/or state estimation to increase the resilience of estimation
system. In other words, the recovery mechanisms promise
reliable modifications of the attacked signals required for the
computation of the prediction and estimation ellipsoidal sets.
Based on the proposed recovery mechanisms, the controllers
in CACC system are able to alleviate the adversarial effect of
an attack through accessing the secure state estimation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
formulates the longitudinal vehicle dynamics and the control
strategy, which together form the CACC-equipped vehicle that
will be employed in this paper. Besides, the models of some
potential cyber attacks that will be studied in this paper are
constructed in this section. The attack detection criteria under
a two-step set-membership filtering method are also provided
in this section. Section III presents the design of the prediction
and updated estimation ellipsoidal sets, and then the associated
attack detection algorithm and recovery mechanisms in a
distributed manner are proposed at the end of this section. The
simulation results are demonstrated in Section IV to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.
Notation: For a symmetric matrix P , the notation P > 0
means that P is positive definite. P ≥ 0 means that P is
positive semi-definite. The notation Tr(P ) denotes the trace
of P . An ellipsoidal set is denoted as X , {ζ ∈ Rn :
(ζ − c)T P −1 (ζ − c) ≤ 1}, where c ∈ Rn is the center
and P = P T > 0 is the shape matrix of the ellipsoid.
Let E ∈ Rn×m with rank(E) = m ≤ n be a lower
triangular matrix in which each diagonal element is positive.
By a Cholesky factorization, one has that P = EE T > 0.
Hence, an alternative representation of the ellipsoidal set is
X , {ζ : ζ = c + Ez, kzk ≤ 1}. The size of the ellipsoid is a
function of the squared shape matrix P which can be measured
by means of Tr(P ), i.e., the sum of squared semiaxes lengths.
Other notations in this paper are quite standard.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. CACC Law
A platoon-based vehicular control system with some possible
attack points is shown in Fig. 1. To model the dynamics of
each vehicle in the string, the linear longitudinal dynamic
model presented in [5] is adopted for each vehicle in the string
as
q̇i = vi ,

v̇i = ai ,

ȧi = −ηi−1 ai +ηi−1 ui ,

i ∈ N[1,n] (1)

where qi , vi , and ai denote the absolute position, velocity, and
acceleration of vehicle i, respectively; ηi is the internal actuator dynamics parameter; and ui represents the commanded
acceleration for vehicle i. Let us consider vehicle i’s state variables as xi = [di , vi , ai , vi−1 − vi , ai−1 − ai ]T ∈ Rnx , where
di , vi−1 −vi , and ai−1 −ai represent the inter-vehicle distance
between two consecutive vehicles, their relative velocity, and
acceleration, respectively.
Considering process and measurement noises in a UBB
sequence for each vehicle in the string, the discrete-time dynamics model of the i-th CACC-equipped vehicle at sampling
instants tk = kh, k ∈ Z+ can be expressed as
xik+1 = Ai xik + Bs,i uik + Bc,i ui−1
+ Fi wki
k

(2)
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Fig. 1. A platoon-based vehicular control system with some possible attack
points.

where Ai is the state matrix of vehicle i; Bs,i denotes the input
matrix of vehicle i; and Bc,i represents the input matrix from
vehicle i − 1 through the wireless communication network.
These matrices can be obtained by
Z h
Z h
Ai = eĀi h , Bs,i =
eĀi s dsB̄s,i , Bc,i =
eĀi s dsB̄c,i
0

with 
00
Āi =
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0
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0
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0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
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0



 , B̄s,i = 

ηi−1
0
−ηi−1


 , B̄c,i =

(3)
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The measurement output obtained from each individual
distributed sensor on each vehicle is given by
yki = Ci xik + Di vki
yki

(4)

ny

where ∈ R is the measurement on sensor i which is based
on the inter-vehicle distance, the vehicle absolute velocity,
and the relative velocity; Fi , Ci and Di are known matrices
with appropriate dimensions; wki ∈ Rnw and vki ∈ Rnv are the
process noise and measurement noise of vehicle i, respectively.
Assumption 1: The noises wki and vki are UBB and confined
to the following specified ellipsoids
T

−1

Wki , {wki : wki Qik wki ≤ 1}
Vki
Qik

T
Qik

,

{vki

:

T
−1
vki Rki vki

Rki

≤ 1}

(5)
(6)

T
Rki

> 0 and
=
> 0 are known matrices
where
=
with compatible dimensions.
Remark 1: A reference vehicle (denoted by index i = 0 and
with state x0k ) must be introduced as a trajectory generator
in the lead vehicle in case there are no preceding vehicles.
The discrete-time dynamics of the reference vehicle can be
described by
x0k+1 = A0 x0k + Bs,0 urk
(7)
where x0k = [vk0 a0k ]T , urk = ur (tk ) is the sampled reference
acceleration profile at the sampling instants tk = kh, and A0
and Bs,0 are calculated in the same method as Ai and Bs,i in
(3) when i = 0, with
h
i
h
i
0
1
0
Ā0 = 0 −η0−1 , B̄s,0 = η0−1 .
In practice, the reference vehicle normally serves as a
command generator, thus not being affected by the followers.
For this purpose, it is assumed that the reference vehicle’s dynamics are not subject to UBB process noise but deterministic
to the leader. In this sense, the leader can be informed by the
reference vehicle. It should be also pointed out that the lead
vehicle (denoted by index i = 1 and with state x1k ) in the
string requires special consideration.
Assumption 2: The reference acceleration profile urk is
locally available to the lead vehicle without any networkinduced imperfection or any cyber attack impact.
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It is noteworthy that Assumption 2 is mild since urk is
generated locally by the lead vehicle. Therefore, the dynamics
of the lead vehicle can be represented by (2) with i = 1 and
ui−1
= u0k = urk .
k
Assumption 3: The platoon is composed of homogenous
vehicles whose longitudinal dynamic properties are identical.
In actual traffic with different types of vehicles, Assumption 3 can be achieved through adequately designed precompensators, i.e., low-level acceleration controllers. Hence,
for a homogenous platoon, the index i ∈ N[1,n] can be omitted
from the system’s matrices Ai , Bs,i , Bc,i , Ci , Fi , Di and the
vehicle parameter ηi in the rest of the paper.
In this study, the control strategy is similar to the one that
is presented in [5], which is compatible with the structure
shown in Fig. 1. This control strategy requires a combination
of a communication-based forward component uf f,k and a
measurement-based feedback component uf b,k . Thus, the total
control signal can be written as
uik = uif f,k + uif b,k
(8)
with the discretized feedforward control signal in the form of
−1 i−1
i
uif f,k+1 = (1 − hh−1
(9)
d )uf f,k + hhd uk
where hd is the headway-time for vehicle i to arrive at
the same position as its predecessor under a constant time
headway (CTH) spacing policy [5].
Different from [5], which utilizes the state measured by
sensors directly into calculation of the control signal’s feedback component, we are interested in employing the state
estimate. This is because in real-world applications, the vehicle
system’s state may not be fully available or not be implicitly
trusted due to the restricted sensor perceiving and computing
capabilities or faulty sensors. However, full availability of
state information is vital for detection of an attack and its
integrity is crucial in recovery of the violated system in a
timely manner. Motivated by this discussion, the feedback
signal can be expressed in an observer-based control protocol
as
uif b,k = KΩx̂ik
(10)
where K = [kp kd ] with kd = ωc and kp = ωc2 , ωc is the
bandwidth
of the controller
and is chosen such that ωc  1/η,
h
i
1 −hd 0 0 0
Ω = 0 0 −hd 1 0 , and x̂ik is the estimate of state xik .
Note that the control signal is sampled at the sampling
instants tk = kh and then transmitted over the wireless
network. Hence, the sampled and transmitted data may typically experience some network-induced constraints, such as
data communication delays, data packet dropouts/disorders,
channel fading, and quantization effects [50]. In this paper,
however, we pose the following assumption on the wireless
communication channels, which allows us to focus on the
cyber attack detection and protection issue.
Assumption 4: The wireless communication network is free
of network-induced constraints but suffers from cyber threats.
Remark 2: The control objective is to regulate the spacing
error ei = di − dr,i such that ei goes to zero asymptotically,
where the desired spacing between two consecutive vehicles
under CTH policy is represented as
dr,i = hd vi .
The spacing error is produced by the leader’s acceleration and
deceleration. String stability requires spacing error attenuation

as vehicles move upstream in the string. This phenomenon
is well investigated in [5] and tested experimentally for the
adopted control strategy (8). The time domain definition of
string stability [23] is expressed as
maxtk ken (tk )k < maxtk ken−1 (tk )k < . . . < maxtk ke1 (tk )k
(11)
Since string stability may be degraded in the presence of
cyber attacks, a detection method will be introduced such that
the attack can be detected in a timely manner and then, two
recovery mechanisms will be considered so as to provide the
control unit with the secure state prediction and estimation
required to calculate the control signal. In this manner, the
string maintains its normal performance and the string stability
is satisfied in the existence of cyber attacks, which will be
further investigated in Section IV.
B. Cyber Attack Model
In this paper, we investigate the scenario that there exists an
adversary whose aim is to manipulate the data transmitted
through the communication network, namely Υik , which represents either the inter-vehicle signal or the sensor measurement
output of vehicle i. The under-attack signal Υ̃ik ∈ Rq on
vehicle i can be expressed as
Υ̃ik = Υik + Λik σki
σki

(12)

q

where
∈ R is an attack signal carefully designed by the
adversary and Λik ∈ Rq×q represents the physical constraints
imposed on the attack signals and is assumed to be of the
following diagonal structure
(
Λik = diag{λi1,k , λi2,k , . . . , λiq,k }
(13)
i
λij,k ≤ λij,k ≤ λj,k , j = 1, 2, . . . , q
i

where λij,k , λj,k ∈ [0, 1] are the scalars representing lowerand upper-bounds on λij,k .
Remark 3: In engineering practice, a realistic adversary
may suffer from some physical constraints, such as device
saturations, finite battery, and limited interference capacities.
This means that the adversary may not be able to launch the
attacks at all times. For this reason, a diagonal matrix Λik is
exposed on the attack signal, as shown in (12). Note that the
scalar parameters λij,k can also be interpreted as the healthy
status of the j-th component of the transmitted data under
attacks. Specifically, if λij,k = 0, there is no attack on the j-th
component of the transmitted data at time k and therefore, this
component is securely transmitted. When 0 < λij,k < 1, the
j-th component is partially contaminated by the attack signal.
The case λij,k = 1 represents the worst case scenario that the
j-th component is fully corrupted by the attack signal.
Remark 4: The under-attack signal model in (12) includes
different attack strategies as its special cases. For example,
if the attack signal σki = −Υik , there exist DoS attacks
compromising the signal at time k. For replay attacks, it is
assumed that the attacker can record sequences of data from
a signal Υik from ko till kr with the window size τ = kr − ko
in the first phase. In the second phase, the attacker replays the
recorded data to the system from k = kr + d till the end of the
attack at k = kf , where d is the delay between the recording
time and the replaying time. Hence, the replay attacks can be
implemented if σki = Υik−τ − Υik . The case σki = δki , where
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δki is any arbitrary signal chosen by the attacker, represents
message falsification attacks.
C. Set-Membership State Estimation
Before proceeding further, let us provide some definitions
about set-membership state estimation which is the foundation
of the cyber attack detection algorithm. In what follows, a state
estimation problem is formulated for each vehicle such that its
state prediction and estimation ellipsoids can be calculated to
guarantee the enclosing of the true vehicle state in an attackfree scenario.
The state estimation problem is formulated at two steps
described as follows.
Prediction Step: We are interested in constructing a setmembership filter which runs the following prediction
x̂ik+1|k = Gik x̂ik + Bs uik + Bc ui−1
(14)
k
where Gik is the filter gain matrix sequence to be determined.
The system described by (2) and (4) is said to achieve setmembership state estimation at the prediction step if there
exists Gik such that each vehicle’s state xik+1 resides in a
i
prediction ellipsoid Xk+1|k
, which always contains the true
state of vehicle i, where
i
Xk+1|k
, {xik+1 : (xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k )T
−1

i
× Pk+1|k
(xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k ) ≤ 1} (15)

for any values of the process noise wki ∈ Wki and the
measurement noise vki ∈ Vki .
Measurement Update Step: The set-membership filter updates its state based on the current measurement of vehicle i.
More specifically, the state update of the filter is given in the
form of
i
i
x̂ik+1 = x̂ik+1|k + Lik (yk+1
− ŷk+1|k
)
(16)
where Lik is the filter gain matrix sequence to be determined
i
and ŷk+1|k
= C x̂ik+1|k . The system described by (2) and
(4) is said to achieve set-membership state estimation at the
measurement update step if there exists Lik such that each
i
vehicle’s state xik+1 resides in an estimation ellipsoid Xk+1
,
which always contains the true state of vehicle i, where
−1

i
i
Xk+1
, {xik+1 : (xik+1 − x̂ik+1 )T Pk+1
(xik+1 − x̂ik+1 ) ≤ 1}
(17)
whenever the equality
i
i
i
yk+1
= C x̂ik+1|k + CEk+1|k
z + Dvk+1
(18)
holds for some kzk ≤ 1 and any values of the process noise
wki ∈ Wki and the measurement noise vki ∈ Vki .
The initial state xi0 satisfies the following assumption.
Assumption 5: The initial state of vehicle i belongs to the
given ellipsoid
−1

X0i , {xi0 : (xi0 − x̂i0 )T P0i (xi0 − x̂i0 ) ≤ 1}.
(19)
D. Cyber Attack Detection Criteria
To achieve successful attack detection, the following detection criteria are developed to identify attacks violating the
data measured by each vehicle’s sensors in the platoon and
the inter-vehicle data transmitted through the communication
network.
i
1) If the prediction ellipsoidal set Xk+1|k
has no intersectionTwith the previous updated ellipsoidal set Xki , i.e.,
i
Xki Xk+1|k
= ∅, it indicates that the communication

network channel transmitting inter-vehicle data is affected by the attack.
i
2) If the updated ellipsoidal set Xk+1
has no interseci
tion with the prediction ellipsoidal set Xk+1|k
, i.e.,
T i
i
Xk+1 Xk+1|k = ∅, it indicates that the sensor measurement of vehicle i is affected by the attack.
Remark 5: In the case that an attack is present, there exists
one among the two sets not enclosing the true state because
the center of that set is biased by the attack. From (14),
if the attack violates the network channel that transmits the
inter-vehicle signal ui−1
sent from vehicle i − 1 to vehicle
k
i, at time k, the center of the i-th prediction ellipsoidal set
i
Xk+1|k
is affected by the attack. Hence, the condition (15)
may not be satisfied, which leads the prediction ellipsoidal
set not to include the true state of the system. However, the
previously updated estimation ellipsoidal set Xki is based on
its prediction ellipsoidal set at time k −1 and thus not affected
by the attack. Thus, one can conclude that if there is no
i
intersection between Xk+1|k
and Xki , the transmitted signal
i−1
uk and its corresponding network channel are compromised
by an adversary.
Remark 6: If the sensor of vehicle i is manipulated by
an adversary at time k + 1, its current measurement output
i
yk+1
is violated. Hence, from (16), the center of the i-th
i
estimation ellipsoidal set Xk+1
, which is updated with the
current measurement, is affected. This renders the condition
(17) unsatisfied and further leads the estimation ellipsoidal set
not to confine the true state of the system. However, the ii
th prediction ellipsoidal set Xk+1|k
, which is based on the
measurement at time k, is not affected by the attack. Thus,
it can be indicated that if there is no intersection between
i
i
Xk+1|k
and Xk+1
, the sensor measurement of vehicle i is
compromised by an attack.
Remark 7: Note that attacks can be carefully designed to be
undetectable and stealthy. For example, if the attacks have slow
dynamics, such attacks are difficult to be distinguished from
model uncertainty and noise. Therefore, most attack detection
approaches presented in the literature involve a threshold
and if the abrupt changes are below of this threshold, they
cannot be detected, and thus remain undetected [51]. Hence,
if malicious falsification delivered by an attacker is fairly
small, the proposed detection strategy may not be able to
recognize the attack in a timely fashion, i.e., there might be
an intersection between the two ellipsoidal sets. Thus, the size
of the ellipsoidal sets must be minimized, which necessitates
the usage of an optimization approach aimed at minimizing
the threshold. This concept will be outlined in Section III-B.
In other words, the optimization approach in our proposed
attack detection algorithm is aimed at softening the adversarial
impact of attacks which may be restored by a well-designed
resilient control strategy. The main trust of this paper is in its
attack detection strategy while the design of a resilient control
method constitutes one of our future research work.
III. D ISTRIBUTED ATTACK D ETECTION AND R ECOVERY
M ECHANISM D ESIGN
A. Design Criteria
We first present the following theorems, which establish
sufficient conditions on the existence of the prediction and

6

estimation ellipsoidal sets that guarantee to contain the true
state of each vehicle.
Theorem 1: For vehicle i described by (2) and (4) subject
to UBB noises wki ∈ Wki and vki ∈ Vki , suppose that at
time k the vehicle’s state xik belongs to its state estimation
−1
ellipsoid (xik − x̂ik )T Pki (xik − x̂ik ) ≤ 1. Then the onestep ahead state xik+1 resides in its state prediction ellipsoid
i−1
(xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k )T Pk+1|k
(xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k ) ≤ 1, if there exist
i
matrix sequences Pk+1|k
> 0, Gik , and scalar sequences
i
τm,k > 0, m = 1, 2 such that


i
−Pk+1|k
Θ1i,k
AEki
F

∗
Θ2i,k
0
0 

≤0
(20)
i

∗
∗
−τ2,k I
0 
3
∗
∗
∗
Θi,k
where
i
i
Θ1i,k = (A − Gik )x̂ik , Θ2i,k = −1 + τ1,k
+ τ2,k
−1

i
Θ3i,k = −τ1,k
Qik .

Proof: See the Appendix.
Theorem 2: For vehicle i described by (2) and (4) subject
to UBB noises wki ∈ Wki and vki ∈ Vki , suppose that the
one-step ahead state xik+1 belongs to its state prediction
i−1
ellipsoid (xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k )T Pk+1|k
(xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k ) ≤ 1.
Then such a state resides in its state estimation ellipsoid
i−1
(xik+1 − x̂ik+1 ) ≤ 1, which is updated
(xik+1 − x̂ik+1 )T Pk+1
i
with the measurement output yk+1
, if there exist matrix
i
i
i
i
sequences Pk+1 > 0, Lk , Nk , and scalar sequences τm,k
> 0,
m = 3, 4 such that


i
−Pk+1
0
Θ̄1i,k −Lik D
 ∗
Θ̄2i,k Θ̄3i,k
Θ̄4i,k 

≤0
(21)
5
 ∗
∗
Θ̄i,k
Θ̄6i,k 
∗
∗
∗
Θ̄7i,k
where
i
Θ̄1i,k = (I − Lik C)Ek+1|k
,

 
i
i
Θ̄2i,k = −1 + τ3,k
+ τ4,k
+ Mki 1, 1 ,


 
Θ̄3i,k = Mki α1 , β1 α1 =1,β2 ∈N , Θ̄4i,k = Mki 1, 8 ,
[2,7]


i
Θ̄5i,k = −τ4,k
I + Mki α2 , β2 α ∈N ,β ∈N ,
2
[2,7] 2
[2,7]


−1
6
i
7
i
Θ̄i,k = Mk α3 , β3 α ∈N , β =8 , Θ̄i,k = −τ3,k
Rki ,
3

Mki
Πik

=
=

T
Nki Πik

h

+

C x̂ik+1|k

[2,7]

3

T
Πik Nki ,

i
− yk+1

i
CEk+1|k

i
D .

Proof: See the Appendix.
Remark 8: It is clearly shown in Theorems 1 and 2 that the
proposed ellipsoidal set-membership filtering problem can be
cast into the feasibility problem of a set of recursive linear
matrix inequalities (RLMIs) (20) and (21). Thus, Theorems 1
and 2 provide criteria for designing two ellipsoidal sets which
always have intersection since they both guarantee to contain
the true state xik+1 in an attack-free system.
B. Recursive Convex Optimization and Cyber Attack Detection Algorithm with Recovery Mechanism
In light of Theorems 1 and 2, for the i-th attack-free vehicle, the one-step ahead state xik+1 always resides in both
i
the state prediction ellipsoidal set Xk+1|k
and its updated

i
state estimation ellipsoidal set Xk+1
if (20) and (21) hold.
Therefore, there exists a vector z satisfying kzk ≤ 1 such
i
i
that xik+1 = x̂ik+1|k + Ek+1|k
z and xik+1 = x̂ik+1 + Ek+1
z,
respectively. Furthermore, the center of the state prediction
ellipsoid x̂ik+1|k and the center of the state estimation ellipsoid
x̂ik+1 are determined by (14) and (16), respectively. Thus,
Theorems 1 and 2 outline the principles of determining the
state prediction ellipsoidal set and the state estimation ellipsoidal set calculated through updating the prediction set via the
current measurement data. However, Theorems 1 and 2 do not
provide optimal state prediction and state estimation ellipsoids.
Therefore, a convex optimization approach is applied in (22)
i
i
and (23), in which the traces of Pk+1|k
and Pk+1
are optimized
at each time step in an effort to find the prediction ellipsoidal
set and the estimation ellipsoidal set with minimal size.
i
Tr(Pk+1|k
)
minimize
i >0,τ i >0
i
Pk+1|k
>0,Gik ,τ1,k
2,k
(22)
subject to (20).
i
minimize
Tr(Pk+1
)
i
i >0,τ i >0
Pk+1
>0,Lik ,Nki ,τ3,k
4,k
(23)
subject to (21).
Remark 9: In Theorems 1 and 2, one can observe that
i
i
, Gik , Lik , Nki ,
RLMIs (20) and (21) are linear to Pk+1|k
, Pk+1
i
and τm,k , m = 1, 2, · · · , 4. As a result, the optimization problems (22) and (23) can be solved by some existing semidefinite
programming via an interior-point algorithm at each time step.
In practice, interior-point methods for semidefinite programs
are competitive with other methods for small programs and
substantially faster for medium and large-scale problems [52].
Based on the optimization problems (22) and (23), we
next present an algorithm that recursively computes the state
ellipsoidal sets for each vehicle in the platoon such that cyber
attacks can be detected. Besides, two recovery mechanisms are
provided to secure each vehicle in the platoon against cyber
attacks violating its data measured by sensors and the intervehicle data transmitted through the communication network.

Recursive Convex Optimization Algorithm / Attack Detection & Recovery

Step 1. Initialization
Given initial conditions xi0 , x̂i0 , and x00 . Choose suitable Qik ,
Rki , and P0i such that (5), (6), and (19) hold. Calculate E0i
T
according to P0i = E0i E0i . Set k = 0, xik = xi0 , x̂ik = x̂i0 ,
0
0
i
i
xk = x0 , and Ek = E0 . Define the reference acceleration
profile urk . Let the simulation run recursively for N steps.
Step 2. Prediction
i
1) Solve the optimization problem (22) to calculate Pk+1|k
and
i
i
i
i
iT
Gk . Obtain Ek+1|k such that Pk+1|k = Ek+1|k Ek+1|k .
2) Compute the center of the state prediction ellipsoid x̂ik+1|k
by (14).
Step 3. Diagnosis of Cyber Attack on Inter-Vehicle Signal
T i
1) If Xki Xk+1|k
6= ∅, report “No Attack” and go to Step 5.
iT
i
2) If Xk Xk+1|k
= ∅, report “Attack” and go to Step 4.
Step 4. Recovery Mechanism
1) Set ui−1
← ui−1
k
k−1 .
2) Recompute uif f,k and uik by (9) and (8), respectively.
3) Recalculate the center of the state prediction ellipsoid by
(14) with the new ui−1
and uik .
k
i
i
4) Set Ek+1|k
← Ek|k−1
.
Step 5. Measurement Update
i
1) Solve the optimization problem (23) to calculate Pk+1
and
i
i
i
i
iT
Lk . Obtain the new Ek+1 such that Pk+1 = Ek+1 Ek+1
.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of distributed attack detection with recovery mechanisms
for vehicle i under set-membership filtering technique.

2) Compute the center of the updated state estimation ellipsoid
x̂ik+1 by (16).
Step 6. Diagnosis of Cyber Attack on Sensor Signal
T i
i
1) If Xk+1
Xk+1|k 6= ∅, report “No Attack” and go to Step
8.
T
i
i
2) If Xk+1
Xk+1|k
= ∅, report “Attack” and go to Step 7.
Step 7. Recovery Mechanism
i
i
Set xik+1 ← xik+1|k and Ek+1
← Ek+1|k
Step 8. Loop
If k = N then Exit, Else k ← k + 1 and go to Step 2.

Remark 10: The impacts of an attack on the centers of the
prediction and estimation ellipsoidal sets result in infeasibility
of the conditions (15) and (17), i.e., they may not contain the
true state of the system. Therefore, it is of utmost importance
to recover these sets once the attack is detected, which
not only ensures the feasibility of those conditions but also
preserves the system’s string stability while mitigating the
adversarial effects of the attack. To address this, two recovery
mechanisms
proposed in the recursive algorithm. 1) In step
T are
i
4, if Xki Xk+1|k
= ∅, the prediction ellipsoidal set must
be reobtained through modifying the transmitted signal ui−1
k
with its one-step-behind value. This modification requires a
command signal received by the i-th controller from which
the controller recalculates the feedforward control signal uif f,k
i
and sends
T a inew control signal uk to vehicle i. 2) In step 7,
i
if Xk+1 Xk+1|k = ∅, the estimation ellipsoidal set must be
replaced with its prediction ellipsoidal set, which is still based
on the previous measurement output. Therefore, a command
signal is sent to the measurement update step so that the
replacement occurs in this step. From Fig. 2, one can conclude
that the i-th controller always uses the free-of-attack state
prediction and state estimation so as to generate the control
signal for vehicle i through which the string stability can be
satisfied in the entire platoon.
Remark 11: The information flow topology (IFT) defines
how information is exchanged between connected vehicles.
So far, in this paper, the proposed attack detection algorithm
and recovery mechanisms have been constructed over a typical
IFT, which is the predecessor following (PF) topology shown
in Fig. 1. In addition to the PF topology, representative
approaches for IFT in the literature [53] can be arguably categorized as the bidirectional (BD), predecessor-following leader
(PFL), bidirectional leader (BDL), two predecessor-following
(TPF), and two predecessor-following leader (TPFL) topologies. Considering different topologies is currently beyond the
scope of this paper. However, the proposed attack detection

algorithm and recovery mechanisms have a great potential
to be extended for the specific communication topologies
aforementioned and therefore, it constitutes one of our future
research work.
Remark 12: Note that faults in the system’s components,
i.e., sensors and actuators, commonly exist in many practical
engineering systems. For example, consider f1,k and f2,k
as a UBB actuator’s fault and a UBB sensor’s fault added
into (2) and (4), respectively. The proposed two-step filter in
Section II-C can now be refined to provide a state prediction
ellipsoidal set and a state estimation ellipsoidal set which
always contain the true state of the system in the presence of
the faults. If the system is affected by an attack with a different
pattern of the fault signal, this attack may lead to empty set
intersection and thus can be successfully identified through the
proposed detection method and its impact on string stability
can be eliminated by the proposed recovery mechanisms.
However, if the attack hides in the fault (e.g., follows a similar
UBB pattern of the fault signal), the intersection of the two sets
may not always be empty, the proposed detection method fails
to distinguish the fault-like attack from the fault. However, the
refined filter is able to tolerate this type of attack in the same
way as it does with respect to the fault. From this perspective,
the proposed detection method is only sensitive to those attacks
whose patterns are different from those of fault signals. As a
matter of fact, one key merit of this method is that attack must
occur when it is detected by the designed filter.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND C ASE S TUDIES
In this section, the developed attack detection algorithm and
the two recovery mechanisms will be applied to a platooning
system of five vehicles to validate their effectiveness under
various cases of attacks.
A. Simulation Setup
The platoon consists of one leader (i = 1) and four followers
(i = 2, 3, 4, 5) whose desired acceleration informed by the
reference vehicle in the platoon (i = 0) is in the form of
(
1 m/s2 , if 50 < k < 150
r
uk =
0,
otherwise,
and its initial velocity and acceleration are 15 m/s and 0
m/s2 , respectively. The parameters for each vehicle in the
platoon are assumed to be identical, i.e., η = 0.1, hd = 0.7 s,
which indicates a homogeneous vehicle platoon. As discussed
in [54], the bandwidth of the ACC controller must be taken
as ωc = 0.05η −1 to satisfy the internal stability of the
vehicle dynamics. Hence, the PD controller gains are chosen
as kp = 0.25 and kd = 0.5. The continuous-time model is
discretized with a sampling period h = 0.1 s.
The initial velocity of each vehicle is taken as 15 m/s with
the initial inter-vehicle distance 10.5 m and zero initial acceleration, which means zero initial spacing error from the definition of the spacing error in Remark 2. Therefore, the initial
condition in the platoon is xi0 = [10.5, 15, 0, 0, 0]T , i ∈ N[1,5] .
For each vehicle, suppose the UBB noises are wki =
0.1 sin(2k) and vki = 0.2 cos(5k) and set Qik = 2 and
Rki = 4. Then it can be easily checked that wki and
vki belong to the ellipsoidal sets defined in (5) and (6),
respectively. Furthermore, let F = [0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.1]T
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line), χ2110 (blue, solid line), true state (red, star).
T

and D = [1, 1, 1] . The initial conditions of estimators are chosen as x̂10 = [10.42, 14.98, 0, 0.02, 0]T , x̂20 =
[10.431, 14.972, 0, 0.018, 0]T , x̂30 = [10.458, 14.96, 0, 0.012,
0]T , x̂40 = [10.474, 14.942, 0, 0.018, 0]T , x̂50 = [10.498,
14.911, 0, 0.031, 0]T , which define the centers of initial ellipsoidal sets (19) for each vehicle with the shape matrix taken
as P0i = 50I5×5 . The simulation results are obtained during
250 sampling instants.
B. DoS Attack on Communication Network
In this case, the adversary launches a DoS attack on the control
signal u1k , which is sent by vehicle i = 1 and received by
vehicle i = 2, through jamming the communication network
channel between these two vehicles from k = 110 to k = 130.
In the simulation, the lower- and upper-bounds on Λ1k in (13)
are chosen as 0.8 ≤ Λ1k ≤ 1. Hence, the actual control signal
received by vehicle i = 2 is
(
ũ1k = u1k − Λ1k u1k , if 110 ≤ k ≤ 130
ũ1k = u1k ,
otherwise,
where, Λ1k = 1 indicates that the signal u1k is completely lost
during its transmission; 0.8 ≤ Λ1k < 1 represents that vehicle
i = 2 receives up to 20% of the signal u1k .
Fig. 3a shows the sequences of intersection between the
prediction ellipsoidal set and the estimation ellipsoidal set
updated at the previous time for vehicle i = 2 during the
simulation time. Since the DoS attack starts at k = 110, the
2
, is
prediction ellipsoidal set for vehicle i = 2, i.e., X111|110
affected by the attack as its center is obtained from the signal
data received from vehicle i = 1 at this time. Therefore, from
2
Remark 5, it can be concluded that the prediction set X111|110
does not enclose the true state as shown in Fig. 3b. However,
the attack does not have any influence on the previous updated
2
estimation ellipsoidal set, i.e., X110
, since it is based on its
prediction set at time k = 109. Thus, from step 3 in the
proposed algorithm, it is expected that there must be no
intersection between these two sets
the existence of the
T in
2
2
attack at time k = 110, i.e., X110
X111|110
= ∅.
Once the communication channel between vehicles i = 1
and i = 2 is jammed, vehicle i = 2 in the string does not
completely receive its desired acceleration from the leader
(i = 1) and therefore, all its following vehicles’ acceleration
in the string are affected by this attack as shown in Fig. 4a.
In consequence, as depicted in Fig. 4c, the inter-vehicle distance between all followers cannot reach the desired distance
defined under CTH policy, which opposes the objective of
increasing the traffic throughput. Therefore, from Fig. 4e, the
string stability (11) cannot be achieved as maxtk ke3 (tk )k
and maxtk ke2 (tk )k are greater than maxtk ke1 (tk )k, which
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Fig. 4. (a) and (b) Vehicle’s acceleration without and with recovery
mechanisms; (c) and (d) Inter-vehicle distance without and with recovery
mechanisms; (e) String stability analysis.

indicates that the spacing error does not decrease upstream
the string.
The next step after the detection of the attack is to recover
the predicted state x̂2111|110 that is used to calculate the
estimated state x̂2111 . From step 4, the control signal u1110 must
be replaced with its one-step-behind value from which the
feedforward control signal u2f f,110 is recalculated. Then, the
predicted state is reobtained from these modified signals and
it will be sent to step 5, the measurement update step, in order
to generate the secure estimated state. These modifications are
required for each instant until the attack finishes at k = 130.
With the recovery mechanism, the platoon obtains this capability to maintain its string stability in the existence of the
DoS attack since the spacing error is attenuated toward the
tail of the platoon as shown in Fig. 4e. Thus, all vehicles in
the string follow the leader’s desired acceleration and reach the
safety inter-vehicle distance in accordance with CTH policy,
as shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4d, respectively.
C. Replay Attack on Sensor Data
To manipulate the measurement output with a replay attack,
it is considered that the attacker uses his ability to perform
a disclosure attack so that he can store the data measured
through on-board sensors. In the simulation, it is assumed that
he obtains access to vehicle i = 2’s sensor through which its
velocity is measured and records the signal data from k = 65
till k = 75. In the second phase of the attack, the attacker
modifies the current data of the signal with his recorded data
from k = 105 to k = 115. The lower- and upper-bounds
on Λ2k are chosen as diag{0, 0.8, 0} ≤ Λ2k ≤ diag{0,1,0},
which indicates that there is only a replay attack on the second
component of the measurement output yk2 , i.e., the measured
velocity of vehicle i = 2. Therefore, the actual measurement
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output is
(
2
ỹk2 = yk2 + Λ2k (yk−40
− yk2 ), if 105 ≤ k ≤ 115
2
2
ỹk = yk ,
otherwise.
Fig. 5a demonstrates the sequences of intersection between
the prediction ellipsoidal set and the estimation ellipsoidal set
updated at the current time for vehicle i = 2 during the
simulation time. In particular, as the replay attack starts at
2
k = 105, the prediction ellipsoidal set X105|104
is calculated
from the measurement data obtained at k = 104 when there
2
is no attack. However, the estimation ellipsoidal set X105
is updated with the current sensor measurement output at
k = 105, which is compromised by the attack. Therefore,
2
one can conclude from Remark 6 that the estimation set X105
does not include the true state as depicted in Fig. 5b. Hence,
it is expected from Step 6 in the proposed algorithm that there
must be no intersection between the prediction ellipsoidal set
and the estimation ellipsoidal set updated atTthe current time
2
2
when the attack starts at k = 105, i.e., X105
X105|104
= ∅.
Replacing the second vehicle’s velocity from k = 105 till
k = 115 with the recorded value from k = 65 till k = 75
causes the controller to consider that the driver reduces the
velocity. Thus, the controller suddenly increases the acceleration of the vehicle which results in an abrupt increase in the
real-time velocities of the vehicle and its followers that may
exceed the limitations of vehicle dynamics causing the vehicles
to lose their internal stability, as demonstrated in Fig. 6a. It can
be easily seen from Fig. 6c that the controller fails to mitigate
the effect of the attack which causes vehicle i = 2 not to be
able to properly adjust its inter-vehicle distance based on CTH
policy and hence, it crashes into its predecessor. Furthermore,
the string stability (11) is violated by the replay attack since
maxtk kei (tk )k, i = 2, 3, . . . 5 is greater than maxtk ke1 (tk )k
as shown in Fig. 6e, which contradicts the definition of string
stability.
Once the attack is detected, the estimated state x̂2105 , which
is utilized to generate the control command, must be recovered
from the attack. To achieve this, the center and the shape
matrix of the estimation ellipsoidal set are replaced with the
same properties of its prediction ellipsoidal set as concluded
from Step 7. In doing so, the controller uses the state prediction
instead of its estimation since the predicted state is secure
from the attack. This replacement must be made till the end
of the attack at k = 115. With the recovery mechanism, the
controller receives the secure predicted state through which
it can compensate the malicious effect of the attack. As a
consequence of the proposed recovery mechanism, the spacing
error does not propagate upstream the string as shown in
Fig. 6e, which satisfies the definition of string stability in (11)
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Fig. 6. (a) and (b) Vehicle’s velocity without and with recovery mechanisms;
(c) and (d) Inter-vehicle distance without and with recovery mechanisms; (e)
String stability analysis.
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and hence, all vehicles in the string follow the velocity pattern
of the leader and reach the desired inter-vehicle distance, as
depicted in Fig. 6b and Fig. 6d, respectively.
D. Message Falsification Attack on Sensor Data
To perform a message falsification attack, it is assumed that
the attacker is able to collect the information from vehicle
i = 3’s sensor through which its distance from vehicle i = 2
is measured. Simultaneously, the attacker manipulates the platoon toward his desired performance through adding the signal
A3k = 0.2 + 0.05 sin(k) into the content of the measurement
output from k = 80 to k = 95. The lower- and upperbounds on Λ3k in (13) are taken as diag{0.6, 0, 0} ≤ Λ3k ≤
diag{1, 0, 0}, which represents that there only exists a message
falsification attack on the first component of the measurement
output yk3 , which is the measured distance between vehicles
i = 2 and i = 3. Thus, the actual measurement output is
(
ỹk3 = yk3 + Λ3k A3k , if 80 ≤ k ≤ 95
ỹk3 = yk3 ,
otherwise.
Fig. 7a illustrates the sequences intersection between the
prediction ellipsoidal set and the estimation ellipsoidal set
updated at the current time for vehicle i = 3 over the simulation time. When the attack starts at k = 80, the prediction
3
ellipsoidal set X80|79
is calculated from the measurement data
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received at k = 79 when there is no attack. However, the
3
estimation ellipsoidal set X80
is updated with the current
measurement output at k = 80, which is affected by the attack.
3
Therefore, as discussed in Remark 6, the estimation set X80
does not include the true state as shown in Fig. 7b. Thus, from
step 6 in the proposed algorithm, one can conclude that there
must be no intersection between the prediction ellipsoidal set
and the estimation ellipsoidal set updated T
at the current time
3
3
when the attack starts at k = 80, i.e., X80
X80|79
= ∅.
Tampering the content of the measured inter-vehicle distance between vehicles i = 2 and i = 3 with the bogus signal
A3k deceives the controller into considering that there exists
an increase in the measured distance. Therefore, the controller
generates its command so as to reduce the relative velocity
between vehicles i = 2 and i = 3 as shown in Fig. 8a,
which results in a sudden decrease in the inter-vehicle distance
between these vehicles. Hence, vehicle i = 3 fails to follow its
required inter-vehicle distance and crashes into vehicle i = 2
as shown in Fig. 8c. These abrupt modifications degrade the
string stability of the platoon since maxtk kei (tk )k, i = 3, 4, 5
is greater than maxtk ke2 (tk )k as shown in Fig. 8e.
To tackle this, the estimated state x̂380 must be recovered
from the attack so as to generate the control command by
using the secure state estimation. Hence, from step 7 in the
proposed algorithm, the center and the shape matrix of the
3
are replaced with the same
estimation ellipsoidal set X80
3
properties of its prediction ellipsoidal set X80|79
so that the
controller employs the predicted state which is secure from the
attack. This recovery strategy must be implemented for each
instant till the end of the attack at k = 95. As a result of the
recovery mechanism, the string stability (11) is achieved since
the spacing error decreases toward the end of the platoon as
shown in Fig. 8e. Moreover, all vehicles in the platoon follow
the relative velocity pattern introduced by the leader and reach
the desired inter-vehicle distance, as demonstrated in Fig. 8b

and Fig. 8d, respectively.
E. String Stability Analysis under Different Attack Locations
In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed
algorithm on string stability while the attacker launches an
attack on different vehicles in the string. For the brevity of
presentation, only the DoS attack with the same properties as
discussed in Section IV-B is considered over the communication network through which the desired control signal of
each vehicle is received by its predecessor in the string. The
discussion about the results for a replay attack and a message
falsification attack on sensor data of different vehicles in the
string is similar to that of the DoS attack and therefore, it is
omitted here.
As depicted in Fig. 9, once the attacker moves toward the
tail of the platoon, although the spacing error propagates in the
string from vehicle i to vehicle i+1, the maximum magnitude
of maxtk kei (tk )k decreases. This is due to the fact that the
more spacing error is attenuated by CACC controllers as the
attacker goes far away from the lead vehicle. Thus, the further
attacker moves away from the lead vehicle, the less he is able
to destabilize the platoon. However, as shown in Fig 9, no
matter where the attack is launched, the platoon can achieve its
string stability with the proposed recovery mechanisms once
the attack is detected at its time of occurrence by the proposed
distributed detection method.
V. C ONCLUSION
A novel distributed attack detection method has been developed to address the problem of the detection of cyber
attacks compromising the shared communication network and
on-board sensors employed in a vehicle platooning system. To
build a foundation of the attack detection method, a recursive
state estimation algorithm characterized by ellipsoidal setmembership filters in a distributed framework is developed.
The distributed set-membership filtering algorithm allows each
vehicle in the platoon to estimate their states with no need of
having full knowledge of the entire platoon, which reduces the
computational overhead for this model-based detection method
and makes the method suitable for a large-scale platoon. To
mitigate the malicious effects of cyber attacks, two recovery
mechanisms are introduced into the proposed algorithm. The
idea of these two recovery mechanisms is based on reliable
modifications of the attacked signals required for the computation of the prediction ellipsoidal set and estimation ellipsoidal
set so that each ellipsoidal set will adopt the compensated
state prediction and/or state estimation to increase security of
the estimation system. The simulation results demonstrated
that with the proposed recovery methods, the controllers in
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CACC system are able to compensate the adversarial effect
of an attack through accessing the secure state estimation so
that the string stability of the platoon is satisfied while the
attack is present. In the coexistence of the faults in the system,
the proposed set-membership state estimation method can be
refined as a fault tolerant filter by considering the UBB fault
signals in the system dynamics. In doing so, the refined filter
can tolerate the impact of the fault-like attack in the same way
as it does with respect to the fault.
A PPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1:
−1
At time k, if (xik − x̂ik )T Pki (xik − x̂ik ) ≤ 1, by Schur
complement [55], the inequality is equivalent to (xik −x̂ik )(xik −
x̂ik )T ≤ Pki . From Cholesky factorization, one has Pki =
T
−1
Eki Eki . Let z = Eki (xik − x̂ik ), then we have
−1

z T z = (xik − x̂ik )T Pki (xik − x̂ik ) ≤ 1
(24)
which means that there exists a vector z satisfying kzk ≤ 1
such that xik = x̂ik + Eki z. The prediction tracking error can
be calculated as
xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k = Ψik ψki
(25)
T

where Ψik = [Θ1i,k , AEki , F ] and ψki = [1, z T , wki ]T . Thus,
the condition in (15) can be rewritten as
T
T
i−1
ψki (−diag{1, 0, 0} + Ψik Pk+1|k
Ψik )ψki ≤ 0.
(26)
From (5) and (24), the unknown variables wki and z satisfy
( T −1
wki Qik wki ≤ 1
kzk ≤ 1
which can be expressed in ψki as
( T
ψki Φ1k ψki ≥ 0
T
ψki Φ2k ψki ≥ 0

(27)

−1

where Φ1k = diag{1, 0, −Qik } and Φ2k = diag{1, −I, 0}.
By virtue of S-procedure [55], one obtains from (26) and
(27) that the inequality (26) is satisfied if there exist scalar
i
sequences τm,k
> 0, m = 1, 2 such that
T

−1

i
i
i
−diag{1, 0, 0} + Ψik Pk+1|k
Ψik + τ1,k
Φ1k + τ2,k
Φ2k ≤ 0. (28)
Using Schur complement to (28) straightforwardly gets (20).
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2:
From Theorem 1, if xik+1 belongs to the ellipsoid (xik+1 −
i
i−1
x̂k+1|k )T Pk+1|k
(xik+1 −x̂ik+1|k ) ≤ 1, then there exists a vector
z satisfying
−1

i
z T z = (xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k )T Pk+1|k
(xik+1 − x̂ik+1|k ) ≤ 1 (29)
i
i
such that xik+1 = x̂ik+1|k + Ek+1|k
z, where Ek+1|k
is a
T

i
i
i
factorization of Pk+1|k
= Ek+1|k
Ek+1|k
. The one-step ahead
state estimation error can be obtained as
i
(30)
xik+1 − x̂ik+1 = Ψ̃ik+1 ψ̃k+1
T

i
i
where Ψ̃ik+1 = [0, Θ̄1i,k , −Lik D] and ψ̃k+1
= [1, z T , vk+1
]T .
Hence, the condition in (17) can be rewritten as
T
iT
i−1 i
i
ψ̃k+1
(−diag{1, 0, 0} + Ψ̃ik+1 Pk+1
Ψ̃k+1 )ψ̃k+1
≤ 0. (31)
From (6) and (29), it is clear that the unknown variables
i
vk+1
and z satisfy
( T
i
i−1 i
vk+1
Rk+1
vk+1 ≤ 1
kzk ≤ 1

which can be rewritten
( T as
i
i
ψ̃k+1
Φ̃1k+1 ψ̃k+1
≥0
T
i
2
i
ψ̃k+1 Φ̃k+1 ψ̃k+1 ≥ 0

(32)

−1

i
where Φ̃1k+1 = diag{1, 0, −Rk+1
} and Φ̃2k+1 = Φ2k .
Applying S-procedure, (31) is satisfied if there exist scalar
i
sequences τm,k
> 0, m = 3, 4 such that
T

−1

i
i
i
−diag{1, 0, 0}+ Ψ̃ik+1 Pk+1
Ψ̃ik+1 +τ3,k
Φ̃1k+1 +τ4,k
Φ̃2k+1 ≤ 0.
(33)
The output constraint (18) can be expressed in terms of
i
ψ̃k+1
as
i
Πik ψ̃k+1
=0
(34)

with Πik defined in (21). Applying Finsler’s lemma [55], (33)
under constraint (34) (i.e. (18)) holds if there exists an Nki
such that
T

−1

i
i
i
Ψ̃ik+1 Pk+1
Ψ̃ik+1 + τ3,k
Φ̃1k+1 + τ4,k
Φ̃2k+1
T

T

+ Nki Πik + Πik Nki ≤ 0. (35)
Using Schur complement to (35) yields (21). This completes
the proof.
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